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Overview| With the invention of Pilkington’s Planar System the use of architectural
glass has grown exponentially and so has the demand for increasingly transparent
façades. As a result, bolted connections have become very popular, as they do not
require the traditional mullions and transoms. However, bolted connections are
conceivably one of the most inefficient ways of joining brittle materials This isconceivably one of the most inefficient ways of joining brittle materials. This is
because they induce high stress concentrations around the bolt hole which the glass
is unable to redistribute by plastic flow. Furthermore, the high stress concentrations
around the bolt hole coincide with the region containing large surface flaws caused by
the drilling process and with the area where glass tempering is least effective. Recent
developments in adhesive technology have made this a promising possibility fordevelopments in adhesive technology have made this a promising possibility for
connections between glass. Preliminary work at the University of Cambridge shows
that adhesive joints offer a substantial improvement over their mechanical
counterparts, however work is needed to quantify their long term performance.

Outcomes & Impact| This research aims to investigate and improve understanding
of the long term performance of adhesives. Also, alternative novel bonding techniques
for brittle materials. Ultimately the research aims to improve connections in glass,
making smoother forms and designs a possibility for glass façades.

Work involved | The aim of this research is therefore to develop the next
generation of fixings for glass assemblies based on high performance structuralgeneration of fixings for glass assemblies based on high performance structural
adhesives. The research will focus on the characterisation and development of
adhesive joints for high strength, durable, aesthetically pleasing and economical
metal-to-glass and glass-to-glass joints. In parallel, other novel bonding methods
such as microwave diffusion bonding, fluxless low temperature brazing, structural
interlayers and infrared radiation welding will also be investigatedinterlayers and infrared radiation welding will also be investigated.
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